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As the end of the year approached, I tried to take the time to think about the year in
review. What accomplishments did I make? What didn’t I achieve and why? How can I
improve for 2015? The New Year always brings new goals, resolutions and new hopes
to achieve all of those goals and resolutions. So many times we think of the word
resolution and associate it with a goal but maybe something that isn’t achievable in a
year. We associate the term resolution with something that we hope to achieve but like
most resolutions that we have experienced or heard others experience, we know it’s
something that may not work out and it gets dismissed by February or March if we find
that we haven’t achieved it or taken the necessary steps to achieve it early in the year.
Here’s a funny picture regarding resolutions.
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I found the term resolution and according to Dictionary.com, the term resolution
means (among other definitions
a decision or determination; a resolve : to make a firm resolution to do something.
Maybe your resolution for 2015 is to take the CLA/CP Exam or to advance your career
to a new company or law firm. Perhaps your resolutions are similar to mine – to
exercise more, eat better, pay down debt or save x amount of money by the end of the
year. I urge you when you are making your resolutions to not just write them
somewhere or think of them and then forget them by February but to write them down
and then write small steps to achieving those goals with deadlines. Think of any big
project or trial you had this past year – how did you manage to get everything done on
the case with a short amount of time? Perhaps you spend a certain number of hours
each week on it so that you could manage your other cases as well or maybe you had
internal deadlines with your attorneys to ensure that everything was done in a timely
manner and before the trial deadlines that quickly approach. I think if we look at
resolutions for 2015 in the same way we look at any big task that we have at work, we
can make sure that we get closer to our resolutions by the end of 2015. I think this
approach will also help us feel a “win” when we reach a mini-goal and not only focus
on the big goals. Here’s a hypothetical example of what I’m referring to:
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My resolution for 2015 is to take the CLA/CP Exam.
Mini-steps for reaching this goal:
I plan to devote at least five (5) hours per week to studying the CLA/CP Review Manual
I plan to take the CLA/CP Review Course that NEFPA offers in late 2015 as a refresher course to prepare
for the exam
I will apply and make sure I qualify through NALA for the exam in September 2015
Hopefully by sticking with all these steps, you can achieve the goal and give yourself reasonable goals to ensure a successful year and accomplishing your resolution.
My resolutions for NEFPA for the 2015 year include:
Creating and maintaining a new website that will offer more social media links and ability to accept electronic payments
Meeting and getting to know more of the membership and to gain new members that we can encourage
and support in the community
Creating more volunteer and networking opportunities for our membership and the community
Of course, some resolutions do require help from others to achieve your goals. I hope that our association will
continue to support each other in our success as paralegals and whatever your resolutions may be for 2015, I
wish you great success in achieving them. Where there’s a will, there’s a way!
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HELP WANTED
The Jacksonville Bar Young Lawyers Section has asked for our help with two events
in early 2015!
In January we assisted with the annual Christmas in January party for children who
did not get a Christmas due to being caught up in the foster care system. The Young
Lawyers Section provided scooters, helmets and in some cases toys for all the
children while NEFPA provided face painting and other activities for the children. The
attorneys and paralegals join forces to provide pizza and snacks for all attendees.
This event has been going on for many years your time and/or donations for supplies
were greatly appreciated. The children had a great time and I think in some cases
we got more out of it than they did. It was wonderful to see them riding their
scooters for the first time and they were all so appreciative it warms your heart.
The next event was the annual Chili Cook-off! We have been asked to assist with this
event for the first time and should be a great opportunity to network and help out for
a good cause. Each year many teams compete to win the Chili Cook-off. Our
members came out and volunteered for face painting and to help where needed.

Thanks go out to those members that continue to volunteer and make NEFPA a great
organization for not only the paralegal community but the Jacksonville area
community!

Note: All submissions for the Newsletter will be reviewed prior to publication
and are subject to editing . The editor reserves the right to refuse publication
for any submission that is deemed inappropriate or in bad taste.
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Meet Your New Officers
President - Allison Smith
Hi! I’m Allison Alexis. I am your new President for the 2014-2015 term and I’m very excited to get to know all of
you! I wanted to provide you with a little bit of information about myself. I was born and raised in Pensacola,
Florida. I graduated from the University of West Florida in 2006 with a Bachelor’s degree in Legal Studies/PreLaw and passed the NALA CP exam shortly thereafter. In July 2007, I moved to Jacksonville and have been here
ever since. I began working in the legal field while in school full time in 2005 and my first legal assistant position
was at a large plaintiff’s firm in Pensacola where I worked on mass tort litigation matters and hurricane insurance
cases. In 2006, before and until moving to Jacksonville, I worked for a sole practitioner handling criminal defense
matters. After moving to Jacksonville, I obtained a paralegal position at an insurance defense firm and stayed in
the practice area until 2012 when I obtained my current role of placement director at Special Counsel, Inc., a legal
staffing firm. I have a wonderful husband and a loving, but sometimes feisty, dog named Junebug. I joined
NEFPA in 2007 after relocating to Jacksonville to network with other paralegals and have really enjoyed the relationships that I’ve made and continue to make from my involvement in NEFPA. I am proud to be a paralegal and
hope that you take pride in your role in the legal community! I’m excited to be your president this term and hope
that you will grow in your involvement with NEFPA and in your career as a paralegal!

Vice President - Jeanne Riggen
My name is Jeanne Riggen and I am the 1st Vice President of NEFPA. I would like to take a moment and introduce myself to our members. I have been a paralegal since 1988 having graduated from a ABA approved paralegal program at Utah University. I moved back to Jacksonville from Utah in 1989 and have worked as a paralegal
with such firms as Sampson and Strickland and Zisser, et al. I have done both plaintiff and defense work and
worked in worker’s comp, personal injury/med mal, bankruptcy, criminal and family law. I currently work for a
forensic engineering firm (expert witnesses) as their paralegal. I assist in all aspects of many different types of
cases (auto accidents, fire investigations, construction defects to list only a few). For each case, I perform different tasks, such as document research and preparation, summarizing depositions, and assisting engineers in depo
and trial prep. My background has enabled me to step into this role and my job has enabled me to reach for and
attain personal goals. I will be sitting for the Certified Paralegal exam in 2015 with the help of NEPA’s scholarship. I joined NEFPA three years ago to stay in touch with the legal community and recently have been voted in
again for the second term in my current role. NEFPA is a great place to obtain your CLE credits but more importantly, if you let it, will enable you to network and as well as make many new friends and contacts. I wholly
encourage anyone who considers being on the board to take the step and see how much it will enrich your life not
only by participating in a great organization but also by making great friends and giving you many new opportunities.

Second Vice President - Michelle Ramirez
Michelle is currently employed at the firm Ossi, Najem, & Rosario where she practices in the area of civil litigation. Michelle has served on the NEFPA board for several years as VP - Committee Liaison and now Second Vice
President handling our membership renewals and new applications. Michelle has a wonderful son that gives her
much enjoyment and keeps her on her toes when she is not performing tasks for NALA.

Treasurer - Francie DePaolo
Francie has been a member of NEFPA for many years and as such has volunteered her services preparing the
NEFPA newsletter, face painting at events, and volunteering for events as needed over the years. Francie is currently serving on the NEFPA board as the Treasurer and is also a NEFPA Past President. Francie has been named
a past NEFPA Member of the Year and is currently starting her own paralegal business!
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Secretary - Cindy Houston
Cindy has served on just about every position on the NEFPA board including serving as the NEFPA President for
2 years. She has worked for Musa Farmand for many years and recently followed him to a new firm to experience
new areas of civil litigation. Cindy has also volunteered with the Missing Link of Jacksonville since 2007 serving
on the Missing Link board as well as volunteering monthly at the workshops assisting abuse victims get free of
their abusers by filing for divorce. Cindy has also received the Affiliates Award from NALA and has had articles
published in NALA’s national paralegal magazine, Facts & Findings.

Parliamentarian - Donna Jones
Donna M. Jones is a paralegal at Ansbacher Law, P.A. in Jacksonville, Florida. She received her associate degree
in Business Administration from Macon State College, Macon, Georgia, her bachelor degree in Organizational
Leadership from Mercer University, Macon, Georgia and returned to school for an associate degree in Paralegal
Studies from Florida State College at Jacksonville (FSCJ), Jacksonville, Florida. She is a Florida Registered Paralegal (FRP) and most recently successfully completed the Certified Paralegal examination with The National Association of Legal Assistants, Inc. (NALA) and is entitled to use the designation of “CP” with her professional
services. Donna began her career in a totally different field working as a purchasing agent for thirty years. She
successfully completed the examination and received a lifetime certification as a Certified Purchasing Manager
(C.P.M.) with the Institute for Supply Management, Inc. (ISM). Donna’s first role after leaving the procurement
world was in a family law firm. She fell in love with the work and decided that seeking out education to become a
paralegal was a great way to begin a new career path. Donna and her husband relocated to Florida from middle
Georgia for her husband’s new job and the opportunity presented itself for her to return to school for the paralegal
degree. While in school, Donna was a member of the Legal Studies Association (LSA) and served as secretary for
the board. Donna enjoys volunteering for the quarterly events for senior advance directives sponsored by Jacksonville Area Legal Aid (JALA), attending spiritual enrichment courses at her local place of worship, genealogy
research, photography, traveling, and spending time with family. She currently resides in Jacksonville, Florida in
the Mandarin area with her husband Doug and their dog Juno. She can be reached at donnagmjones@gmail.com.

NALA Liaison - Dana Welcker
Dana G. Welcker, ACP, FRP: Dana has been a paralegal for over 20 years primarily working in the areas of corporate law, consumer bankruptcy, personal injury, medical malpractice defense, products liability, litigation, and
contracts management. Dana received her advanced paralegal certification through NALA in Trial Practice and
Contracts Administration/Contracts Management and was a member of NALA’s Leadership Enhancement and
Preparation (LEAP) program in 2009. She served as NEFPA’s President during 2010-2011 and is currently serving as NEFPA Delegate to the Florida Alliance of Paralegal Associations (FAPA). In 2012 Dana was appointed
to NALA’s Continuing Education Council for a three year term to work on the educational programs presented
by NALA and is now serving as the Chair of the NALA Campus Live Committee.

VP - Committee Liaison - Trece
Trecy obtained her Bachelor of Applied Science degree in Supervision and Management from Florida State College Jacksonville in 2012. She returned bank to obtain an Associate in Science Degree in Paralegal Studies in
2014 with a passion to develop in the legal profession.
She is actively involved in the community and serves as a volunteer Financial Educator and Outreach Specialist
for RealSense Prosperity Campaign.
Trecy served as Vice President of Membership for Toastmasters International (2013-2014), club 7911.
She has been employed at Bank of America for 15 years and looking forward to the transition in the legal field.
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Reprinted with permission from The Paralegal Society: www.theparalegalsociety.wordpress.com. Be sure to check it out!

“Wicked Cool Keyboard Hacks for Microsoft Word”
By: Jamie Collins
Today, rather than attempting to write a semi-brilliant blog post because, quite frankly, I’m not feeling
all that semi-brilliant, I’m sharing some incredibly cool keyboard hacks for savvy legal people everywhere.
Read them. Test them. Love them.
(I know I do…)
For the record, you are simply pressing and holding the “ALT” button, then entering the number code
listed below for each of these hacks. DO NOT press the + key. (Just ALT and the number. Got it? Here
goes…)
For the corporate and business law legal peeps:
ALT + 0153 = ™
ALT + 0169 = ©
ALT + 0174 = ®
(Please feel free to send Belgian chocolates or a big bag of Haribo gummy bears of gratitude my way,
people. That’s “Collins” with two L’s.)
For those poor legal souls who spend countless hours typing or editing legal documents
(which I’m pretty sure is ALL of us):
ALT + 0182 = ¶
ALT + 38 = &
(I’m not sure if you’ll ever use these, but they’re still pretty darn cool.)
For those who love social media the most:
ALT + 35 = #
ALT + 64 = @
(#SemiBrilliantBlogger @TPSparalegals. Believe. It.)
For those who talk a lot about currency and numbers:
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ALT + 36 = $
ALT + 0162 = ¢
ALT + 37 = %
(In summary: You + this = cool.)
For the math and arrow lovers:
ALT + 24 = ↑
ALT + 26 = →
ALT + 27 = ←
ALT + 25 = ↓
ALT + 29 = ↔
ALT + 18 = ↕
ALT + 247 = ≈
ALT + 0176 = ° (degrees symbol)
ALT + 251 = √ (square root symbol)(because I have NO idea why…)
This is SO not my favorite area – with the exception of business math, as those of you who follow me
on Facebook probably know all too well from reading my perpetual 3rd grade math “homework mom/
hopeless helper” commentary. For the record, Common Core Math is the devil, but keyboard shortcuts
are cool. And those directional arrows MAY come in handy for future legal arts and crafts projects prepared at the hands of a semi-brilliant blogger at the legal circus.
For those people who want to know how to do cute keyboard shortcuts because they CAN:
ALT + 3 = ♥
ALT + 6 = ♠
ALT + 5 = ♣
ALT + 4 = ♦
ALT + 1 = ☺
ALT + 2 = ☻
ALT + 15 = ☼
(Don’t judge. You know you’re totally trying ‘em.)
And lastly, cue the drum roll for my favorite one.
ALT + 21 = §
(Yes, there was really a keyboard shortcut for that ALL along. You’re welcome.)
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Test ‘em out. As soon as you press those alt + number keys, remove your fingers from the keys
promptly. You don’t have to sit there holding/willing the symbol to appear. After a momentary pause, it
will appear on the screen like magic before your alt-button pushing eyes. I swear. (Kind of like those
projects that keep appearing on your desk. It’s magic. Heh.)
Now get out there and wow ‘em with your mad keyboarding skills. And your dazzling smile. And your
legal prowess. The legal trenches await, my friends.
(Yes, I just used the keyboard shortcut to make that.)
(Because I can.)
(Because I’m cool like that.)
You could be, too.
Just print this off.
Share it with your friends.
#ThatIsAll
The Paralegal Society is now on Twitter @TPSparalegals.
Follow us and we’ll follow you back.
I’ll see you on the flip side.
© All Rights Reserved - The Paralegal Society, 2014

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING PARALEGALS FOR THEIR DEDICATION TO BEING THE BEST PARALEGALS THEY CAN BE AND ACHIEVING THE CP/CLA AND ACP DESIGNATIONS IN 2014!
Carol Morin, ACP in Discovery
Donna Jones – CP
Marshay Brown – CP
Helen Hammond-CP
Jessica LoBianco –CP
Angela Rigdon – CP
Layla Smith – CP
If I have missed anyone I am very sorry, you deserve credit for your accomplishments so please let me
know so I can add you in the next issue. My e-mail address is Dana.Welcker@XPO.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
SAVE THE DATE!
NEFPA’s MEMBERSHIP MIXER IS THIS THURSDAY! MARCH 26 AT BJ’S
I am working on a writing workshop/Ethics seminar for April. Please contact me if you are interested, more details to follow!
Dana Welcker at Dana.Welcker@xpo.com.

NALA has a new APC Course for Family Law Paralegals! - Family Law Dissolution Case Management. If you haven’t already taken an APC
course, we highly recommend them. You will also earn 20 CLE credits
upon completion!

Check out NALA’s new Apps!
On your iPad or iPhone you can search for Facts
and Findings articles and issues! AND
NALA’s has listened to your requests and has
developed more practice tests for the Certified
Paralegal examination! They are available
online at NALA.org If you are member of NALA
or join NALA you will receive an $80 gift certificate that you can use towards any NALA
educational product!
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Upcoming Events

Please join us on Wednesday, April 8, 2015 from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00
p.m., for a Formal CLE Lunch and Lecture "Bring Your Boss to Lunch
Day" at the River Club, Suite 3500, Wells Fargo Center, 1 Independent Drive in Jacksonville. Check-in time starts at 11:45 am. Speaker: The
Honorable Bruce McKibben, who will present on the legal topic: Ethics and
Professionalism.All legal professionals are welcome to attend. To RSVP or
inquire, contact Jeanne Riggen, nefpa.1stvicepresident@gmail.com..

We hope you can make it! Networking is a great NEFPA benefit.

ADVERTISE IN THE NEFPA NEWSLETTER!
ADVERTISING RATES:

$30.00 for 1/8 page
$50.00 for 1/4 page
$80.00 for 1/2 page
$100.00 for 3/4 page
$110.00 for full page
Send your inquiries to NEFPA.newslettereditor@gmail.com
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NORTHEAST FLORIDA PARALEGAL ASSOCIATION, INC.’S
MISSION STATEMENT


To encourage a high order of ethical and professional attainment



To further education among members for the profession



To cooperate with local, state and national bar associations



To establish fellowship among its members and members of the legal
community

PLEASE HELP ME HELP PEOPLE IN NEED!
Any time you are traveling and do not need the shampoo, conditioner
and lotions provided by hotels you are staying in, think of me. Please
bring them home and bring them to me at NEFPA luncheons. You can
save them up if you only travel a little bit or bring them to me as you get
them. It doesn’t matter. What does matter is that these items are in
great need and come in handy for those less fortunate especially the
homeless of Duval and Clay Counties. I have a connection with a shelter
in Clay County that I have taken your donations to in the past. If you
know of someone else in need or have suggestions for other projects,
please notify anyone on the NEFPA board.
Thank you, Dana Welcker 904
904--251
251--6074, Dana.Welcker@xpo.com
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ABOUT THE BOARD!

In an effort to encourage members to run for NEFPA board positions we are starting a series in the newsletter as well as meetings to introduce the current board members and discuss the duties of each position. Many times the board here’s complaints or suggestions about they way things are done or not
done. At times we are bound by the NEFPA Bylaws as to how we do certain things however, the NEFPA
Board is a very inclusive group that works together and seeks member volunteers throughout the year. If
you are energetic and have ideas we want your help, the only requirement for most board positions is
that you be an active NEFPA member. We usually try to appoint someone to the new board as Parliamentarian that wants to join the board but start slowly to get their feet wet. If you are one of those people,
please let Allison know! The duties of Parliamentarian are to be familiar with Roberts Rules of Order and
keep the board meetings moving along in an orderly fashion. The Parliamentarian also assists with elections at the annual board meeting and election of new officers.
The NALA/FAPA Liaison position is for someone that wants to expand their networking base and be an
integral part of the paralegal profession at a state and national level. As the NALA Liaison you will assist
in planning any seminars and plan at least one NALA Review Course per year. The NEFPA NALA Review
Course has been well documented with materials used and past speakers and time schedules, it is not
as intimidating as it may seem. Other NEFPA members are always willing to help out and take on speaking positions as needed. NALA gives prep and teaching CLE credit to anyone who teaches. The NALA Liaison also attends the NALA convention as NEFPA’s voting representative (next year it is in Las Vegas!) As
long as the NALA Liaison attends the required meetings and reports back to the membership their expenses for the convention will be paid. FAPA is the statewide group that was instrumental in the FRP program. As the NEFPA NALA Liaison you will also serve as the FAPA Liaison. In that position you will be expected to attend one in person meeting to be determined, all other meetings are by phone conference.
FAPA is working to improve the FRP program where possible and wants to get as many opinions and suggestions as possible. If you want to meet some dynamic paralegals and be a more integral part of the
paralegal profession this board position is for you. I have made some great contacts and have been energized by holding these positions on more than on occasion. I would love to talk to anyone interested in
holding this position. Please contact me at Dana.Welcker@xpo.com or 904-251-6074!
NEFPA would like to extend a great big thanks to our
sustaining members without whom our jobs would be
more difficult and our events less beneficial and fun!
We appreciate all you do for us!
Ced technologies, inc.
http://www.cedtechnologies.com/
Ct corporation https://ct.wolterskluwer.com/
First choice reporting & video services
http://www.fcreporting.com/
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APPLICATION FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SCHOLARSHIP
Name: _____________________________________________________
Home Address: _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Home phone: _______________________ Office phone: ______________________
Employer: _____________________________________________________
Business Address: _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Position: ________________________ Area(s) of law: ___________________________
Number years experience as legal assistant/paralegal: __________
NALA Member: ____ Yes ____ No
I am applying for the NEFPA Professional Development Scholarship for the following exam:
(1) CLA/CP exam: _____ (a) First time: ______
(b) Re-take section(s):___________________________
(2) Advanced Certification: ______
I intend to take the exam within one year from this application, during the following exam period:
March ___ July ___ December ___

Education: (List all schools attended since high school, in chronological order, including degree and/or certificate earned.)
___________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________
Name/Address of School Years Attended Degree/Certificate
___________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________
Name/Address of School Years Attended Degree/Certificate
Awards, Achievements and/or Accomplishments:
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
Essay: On separate paper, explain your understanding of professional certification standards for paralegals and
tell us why it is important to you and your career. Your essay must be typed, double-spaced and shall consist of
at least 450 but not more than 500 words; it will be judged for originality, grammar and clarity of content.
Terms of Scholarship: I understand that, if I am selected for award of the Professional Development Scholarship, NEFPA may publish my essay in its newsletter, NEFPA News, and I hereby grant permission for such publication as NEFPA may choose without remuneration being made to me. I also understand that, if I am awarded
the Professional Development Scholarship, I am responsible for paying to NALA the exam fee and that I must
submit to the NEFPA Board proof of completion of the exam and a receipt for the paid exam fee within one year
from the date of the award to receive the scholarship money [such “proof of completion” shall consist of a copy
of the exam results notification letter I will receive from NALA (pass or fail)].
Signature:

___________________________________________________

Date:
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NEFPA PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
As a NALA Affiliate association, NEFPA encourages and supports its members to attain designation as (1)
a NALA Certified Legal Assistant/Certified Paralegal (CLA/CP), and also as (2) an Advanced Certified Paralegal (ACP). The legal community recognizes these designations as symbolic of distinguishably high professional standards. In order to provide financial assistance to NEFPA’s Active and Student members
seeking to achieve the certification goal, NEFPA offers a Professional Development Scholarship. The possible awards are as follows:
1) For the CLA/CP examinee, the award will consist of:
(A) Reimbursement, up to $250, for the NALA exam registration fee: First-time exami
nee: $250.00 award Applicants in re-take status: $60 per section being retaken and
(B) one copy of the CLA Review Manual.
(2) For the Advanced Certification (ACP) level, the award will consist of reimbursement for NALA’s
online course work fees, limited to the NALA Member rate of $250.00.
Upon selection, the Scholarship recipient will receive a certificate of award that is valid for one year from
the date of the award. The benefits of the Scholarship are paid to recipient only upon proof of completion of the NALA certification exam being provided to the NEFPA Board of Directors. Such "proof of completion" shall consist of a copy of the exam results notification letter from NALA to the examinee
(whether pass or fail), together with a copy of the receipt for payment of the exam fee; and, applicable
to (1) above, a copy of the receipt for purchase of the CLA Review Manual (unless the book was supplied
directly by NEFPA). The following Rules apply.
Rules for Professional Development Scholarship Applicants:
(1) The applicant must be either an Active or a Student member of NEFPA.
(2) The applicant must complete the Application for Professional Development Scholarship, including submission of an acceptable essay.
(3) If selected to receive the Scholarship, the applicant must take the exam (first-time or section re-take)
within one year after award of the Scholarship.
Mail the Application, together with required enclosures, to:
NEFPA Board of Directors
ATTN: VP-Professional Development
221 North Hogan St., Box 164
Jacksonville, FL 32202
Applications lacking required enclosures, or otherwise incomplete, will not be considered.
The essay portion of the application must be typed and double-spaced. It will be judged on originality, clarity,
grammar, and content. The NEFPA Board of Directors will review all applications, and selection for award of the
Scholarship is in the sole judgment and discretion of the NEFPA Board. Scholarship recipients will be announced
at a NEFPA meeting, as well as in the NEFPA News, and/or on NEFPA's website. Scholarship recipients agree
that the winning essay may be published in the NEFPA News.
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